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Abstract 
We study higher order Codazzi tensors on constant curvature spaces and show how they 
can be generated by functions. We give applications in Riemannian geometry and hypersurface 
theory; in particular we characterize ellipsoids in terms of second order spherical harmonics. 
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1. Second order Codazzi tensors and first spherical harmonics 
The relations between (0, 2)-Codazzi tensors on a Riemannian sphere (M, g) of curvature k > 0 
and generating functions are well known. If f € C(M), then the symmetric (0, 2)-tensor 
H(f) := Hess(f) + kgf (1.0.1) 
is a Codazzi tensor relative to the metric; here Hess(f) denotes the covariant Hessian of f. Mo- 
reover, any Codazzi tensor on S"(k) can be generated in this way and the generating function is 
unique modulo a first order spherical harmonic, as 
H(F) =0 (1.0.2) 
if and only if F is a first order spherical harmonic. 
This relation plays an important role for many global existence and uniqueness results in the 
theory of submanifolds, in particular when the third fundamental form II of a hypersurface is used 
as a metric of constant curvature k = 1 on the spherical image. Well known examples are the 
Christoffel and Minkowski problem for ovaloids in Euclidean space, based on the fact that the 
second fundamental form II can be generated by the support function p as in (1.0.1): 
Il = Hessyp + Ip. (1.0.3) 
This relation is also the basis for the Monge-Ampére equation which was used for the solution of 
the Minkowski existence problem; [CY86], [Pog78]. In [OS83] global existence and uniqueness 
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problems for Codazzi tensors on arbitrary constant curvature spaces were investigated, based on 
the fact that one can generate Codazzi tensors by functions. 
As far as we know it was Norden who first stated that, more generally, Codazzi tensors on 
projectively flat spaces can locally be generated by functions, see [SS62], p. 232; this includes 
the result for constant curvature spaces from [Fer91]. Norden’s observation was systematically 
applied to solve certain PDEs on projectively flat spaces. These PDEs arise in particular in affine 
differential geometry; [PSS94], [Sim95], [GKS95]. The investigations recently were extended to 
Weyl geometries [BGS97]. 
Equation (1.0.2) appears in a more general context in Obata’s theorem which characterizes 
Riemannian spheres [Oba62]. Tanno [Tan78] proved a similar result based on the third order PDE 
system characterizing second order spherical harmonics on the sphere which we state in standard 
local notation: 
VeVi hit k( 2fegi3 + Sigin + fj 9ni) = 0. (1.0.4) 
We will take this equation as motivation to generate so called higher order Codazzi tensors by 
functions. An (0, m)-Codazzi tensor on a Riemannian manifold (M,g) is a symmetric (0, m)-tensor 
with totally symmetric covariant derivative. In §2 we summarize recent results on (0, m)-Codazzi 
tensors which we will apply in particular form = 3 and m = 4. 
In §3-4 we prove global existence and uniqueness results: we show how to generate (0, m)- 
Codazzi tensors on Riemannian spheres by functions for m = 3,4. These global results are ana- 
logues of what is known for m = 2 [OS83]. First applications in §5 are certain extensions of the 
results of Obata [Oba62] and Tanno [Tan78]. In §6 we state a general transformation lemma which 
describes the behaviour of Codazzi tensors under a projective change of a connection. §7 recalls 
definitions and elementary facts from relative hypersurface theory as a basis for applications in §8 
of the results from §3 to Euclidean and affine hypersurface theory. 
In 88 we derive a nonlinear third order PDE-system (in terms of the Levi-Civita connection of 
the third fundamental form) for the Euclidean support function of a non-degenerate hypersurface 
(i.e. its Gaus mapping is locally injective). We apply the results from §3 to this PDE-system 
and get local characterizations of proper affine spheres and quadrics. A particular corollary is the 
following global characterization of ellipsoids in terms of the Gau8-Kronecker curvature © Hn via 
spherical harmonics of the third fundamental form metric. 
Theorem A. Let x: M — E be ahyperovaloid. Then f is an hyperellipsoid if and only if the 
Gaufs-Kronecker curvature H,, satisfies 
A* (HE —c)+2(n+1)(An a —c)=0, 
where L\* is the Laplacian of the third fundamental form metric g* = Il and w* its Riemannian 
volume form. The constant c satisfies 
2 
i Hy? w* 
J mon 
Moreover, if x is a hyperellipsoid given by Y(a;)~*(x*)? = 1 then 
a a; 
(n+ 1)(1 ++ Gna) 
Theorem A will be proved at the end of 88. 
C=> 
Ce=
2. Higher order Codazzi tensors 
In [LSW] higher order Codazzi tensors were introduced and investigated. We recall the definition 
and some of the results we are going to apply. 
We use the following notation. Let M be a connected, oriented, n-dimensional C®-manifold, 
n = 2 and u,v,w,... vector fields on M. V denotes a torsion free affine connection, and g a 
Riemannian metric with Riemannian volume form w(g). In the case of a Riemannian manifold 
(M, g) the connnection V is the Levi-Civita connection of g. The Laplace operator on (M, g) is 
defined by 
Af := trace, Hess f 
where Hess f denotes the covariant Hessian of f on (M, 9). 
We adopt the sign of the Riemannian curvature tensor R from [KN69], denote by Ric its Ricci 
tensor and by k the normed scalar curvature n(n — 1)k = trace,Ric. If M is a topological 
sphere with the standard differentiable structure, the notation is M & S™. If moreover (M; g) 
is isometric diffeomorphic to (S”, can) where can is the canonical metric on 5”, the notation is 
(M,g) = (S", can). 
2.1. Definition. 
(i) Letm > 1. A totally symmetric tensor field ® of order (0, m) on (M, V) is called a (0, m)- 
Codazzi tensor relative to V if the covariant derivative V® is totally symmetric; we call 
® also a V-Codazzi tensor of order m. If V = V(g) for some metric g, then we call ® a 
Codazzi tensor on (M, g). 
(ii) We call © in (i) traceless with respect to the metric g if trace,® = 0. 
Examples of Codazzi tensors are well known for m = 2, [LSW] contains a series of examples 
of Codazzi tensors of higher order m > 2. We are going to use results from this paper, which we 
summarize below. 
2.2, Remark. If © is a (0, 1)-Codazzi tensor relative to V then © locally can be generated by a 
function 7, namely ® = dy, as the symmetry of V® just is the integrability condition. 
2.3. Theorem [LSW98]. Let (M,V) be a closed (that means compact without boundary) 2- 
dimensional manifold of genus zero. Assume that ® is a traceless (0,m)-Codazzi tensor with 
respect to some Riemannian metric g. Then ® = 0. 
2.4. Theorem [LSW]. Let (M,g) be a closed Riemannian manifold of dimension n > 2 and 
assume that the metric is conformally flat. Let ® be a traceless (0, m)-Codazzi tensor. If the Ricci 
tensor is pinched 
then ® = 0. 
2.5. Remark. Let (M, g) be closed. 
(i) If (M, g) has constant positive curvature, then the assumptions in 2.4 are satisfied. 
(ii) Assume that (M, g) satisfies the conditions of 2.3 or 2.4, resp. Let 6, ®¥ be Codazzi tensors 
of order m such that trace,® = trace,®*. Then ® = 6*. 
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(iii) Let ® be a Codazzi tensor of order m and 1 < s < 35» 5 € N. Define the trace of order s by 
trace)® := trace,(trace;~'®) , trace)® := @. 
Let (M, qg) be as in 2.3 or 2.4, resp., and assume that the (0,m)-Codazzi tensors 6, 6# 
satisfy traces = traces6*. Then @ = O#, 
3. Third order Codazzi tensors 
Let (M, g) be a Riemannian space of constant curvature. Tanno’s equation (1.0.4) gives the moti- 
vation how to generate third order Codazzi tensors on constant curvature spaces. 
3.1. Lemma and Definition. Let (MM, g) be a space of constant curvature k. 
(i) For f € C(M), the (0, 3)-tensor ®(f), defined in local terms by 
®(fijn = VelVi hit kf ois) + k{ Segig + figjn + fi gei} (3.1.1) 
= VA (fig + k{---}. 
is a Codazzi tensor on (M, gq). We say that f generates ®. 
(ii) Let f, f* generate the same Codazzi tensor &(f) = @ = &*(f). Then f —f# =: F satisfies 
Tanno’s equation (1.0.4) on (M, g): 
&(F) =0. 
(iii) We have trace,®(f) = d(Af + 2(n+1)kf). 
Proof. (i) From (1.0.1) we know that VH(f) is totally symmetric while the expression {---} 
in (3.1.1) is obviously symmetric by definition. Thus ®(f) is totally symmetric. The symmetry 
of V®(f) follows by a straightforward calculation using the Ricci-identity for (0, 3)-tensors (see 
e.g. [Eis49], p. 30). 
(ii) is a trivial consequence of the linearity of the equation. 
(111) is obvious. LJ 
3.2. Notation. On (M, g) denote by 
C i= {f €©C%(M)| f = const}, 
f= {feCc(M)|e(f)=0 onM,f ¢ Eo} U {0}, 
where ®( f) was defined in (3.1.1). Obviously €o, €2 are R-vector spaces, which on S"(k) are just 
eigenspaces of the Laplacian: f € €o corresponds to the eigenvalue \ = 0, while f € €, isa 
second order spherical harmonic and \ = 2(n + 1)k.
3.3. Definition and Lemma. Let © be a cubic form on a Riemannian manifold (M, g). 
(i) Then the equation . 
nT’ = trace,® (3.3.1) 
defines the Tchebychev form T of ®, while the Tchebychev field T implicitly is defined by 
g(T, v) = T(v). 
(ii) If ® is a (0,3)-Codazzi tensor on (M,g) then T = *traceg® is a (0, 1)-Codazzi tensor on 
(M, g). In particular, T is closed and T locally can be generated by a function w, dw = T, 
and w is unique modulo an additive constant. 
3.4. Theorem. Let (M, 9) be isometrically diffeomorphic to (S"(k),can). Let ® be a (0, 3)- 
Codazzi tensor on (M, 9). 
(1) Let» € C™(M) be the function s.t. dy = T according to 3.3(ii), and assume that w satisfies 
[vee w(g)=0  forany e(2) Ek. (3.4.1) 
Then there exists f € C’'°(M) such that © can be generated by f, ® = ®(f). 
(ii) If f, f* generate ®, then f — f# € Co + ©. 
Proof. We use the notation from (3.1.1) and consider the linear third order PDE-system 
6(f) =O. (3.4.2) 
Taking the trace, we get 
Vi(Af + 2(n+ 1 kf) = nT, = nok. (3.4.3) 
From the Fredholm alternative for elliptic operators [Nar68], the equation 
Af +2(n+1)kf =n (3.4.4) 
has a solution if (3.4.1) is satisfied. Let f be a solution of (3.4.4). We prove that f also solves 
(3.4.2). Namely, f generates a Codazzi tensor &(f), and both (0, 3)-Codazzi tensors, ®(f) and ©, 
have the same trace, thus ®(f) = ® from 2.5. UO 
3.5. Corollary. Let (M, g) as above and let the nonconstant function f € C™@(M) satisfy Af + 
2(n + 1)kf =0. Then f satisfies also ®(f) =0, ie. f € Cp.
4. Fourth order Codazzi tensors 
Gallot [Gal79] extended the investigations of Obata and Tanno to characterize Riemannian spheres 
by PDE-systems related to spherical harmonics. Similarly to Tanno’s equation in section 3 we use 
Gallot’s result on spherical harmonics of third order as motivation for the following. 
4.1. Lemma and Definition. Let (M, g) be a space of constant curvature k. 
(i) For f € C*(M), the (0, 4)-tensor U(f) defined in local terms by 
WS )ise = VitVelA (fis) + kl fe gig + Fagin + figied} (4.1.1) 
+k[Vifagig + Vili ge + Vifigje] + &[V 5 figm + Vefigu + Vi higgtl 
+3 fk? (9:5 9k + 95eGa + ik 951) 
= ViA{O(f)ige} + kl] 4+ 3fh7(---) 
is a (0, 4)-Codazzi tensor. We say that f generates the Codazzi tensor. 
(ii) f, f* € C~(M) generate the same Codazzi tensor W if and only if W(f — f*) =0. 
Proof. (i) The total symmetry of U(f) follows immediately from the fact that ®(f) is a (0, 3)- 
Codazzi tensor, thus V®(f) is totally symmetric; the symmetry of the other terms is obvious. 
(ii) The total symmetry of VU(f) follows again from a lengthy, but straightforward calculation 
using the Ricci-identities ({Eis49], p. 30). O 
4.2. Notation. We introduce the following notation. 
Gio {fec(M)|f ¢eo,A(f)=0 on M}U {0}, 
C3 = {feCP(M)|f¢_&,VU(f)=0 on M}U {0}. 
The following properties are immediate consequences of 4.1. 
4.3. Properties of U(f). Let (M,g) be of constant curvature k. 
(i) W(f) can be reformulated in terms of H(f) by 
Wf dig = ViVel (fig + 2k[A(f)aigig + Af) sige + Af )irgyn 
+A (fF) i591 + A(f) jeg + A(S)ixgsll 5 
in particular f € €, implies H(f) = 0, thus V(f) = 0; 
(ii) For f € C™(M), the symmetric (0, 2)-tensor trace,(W) satisfies 
| trace, = HessF' + kgF , 
where F := Af + 3(n+ 2)kf, and 
traces = AF + nkF = AAf + 2(2n + 3)kAf + 3n(n + 2)k?f . 
(iii) trace,W(f) is a (0, 2)-Codazzi tensor with generating function F := Af + 3(n+ 2)kf; 
(iv) tracey¥ = 0 implies F € €, fork 40 and F € €) fork = 0.
4.4. Theorem. Let (M,g) = (S"(k), can). Let W be a (0, 4)-Codazzi tensor on (M, q). Then 
(i) there exists F € C™®(M) such that ([OS83], (2.3)) 
traceyV = H(F) =HessF + kgF . (4.4.1) 
F is unique modulo an additive first order spherical harmonic. 
(ii) Let F' be a solution of (4.4.1) such that F satisfies 
[Fe w(g)=0 = forall e(3) € 3; (4.4.2) 
then there exists f € C°(M) which solves the PDE-system 
W(f)=W. . (4.4.3) 
(iii) f, f* satisfy U(f) = U(f*) if and only if f — f# € €, + 3. 
Proof. Consider the PDE-system (4.4.3) for UV given and f as unknown function. trace,W is a 
(0, 2)-Codazzi tensor. To solve (4.4.3) we first consider the PDE-system (4.4.1) for F’. The system 
(4.4.1) has a solution F’. We consider now the equation 
Af+3(n+2)kf =F (4.4.4) 
and apply the Fredholm alternative for elliptic operators ([Nar68], §3.9); (4.4.4) has a solution if 
the integrability condition (4.4.2) is satisfied. If (4.4.2) is satisfied for one solution F of (4.4.1) 
then it is satisfied for any. Fix one solution F of (4.4.1), let f be a solution of (4.4.4) and consider 
the (0, 4)-Codazzi tensor W(/) generated by f. Then 
trace,U(f) = Hess(Af + 3(n+ 2)kf) + k(Af +3(n+2)kf)g 
= Hessk'+kFg = traceV . 
Note that Hess’ + kF'g = Hess(F’ + e(1)) + kg(F + e(1)) for e(1) € €,. Apply again 2.5. This 
gives U(f) = W, i.e. f solves (4.4.3). O 
4.5. Corollary. Let (M, gq) be as above and assume f is nonconstant and satisfies 
Af+3(n+2)kf =0. 
Then f € €3. 
4.6. Corollary. Let (M, q) be as above and assume that f € C®(M) satisfies 
AAF + 2(2n + 3)kKAf + 3n(n + 2)k*f =0. 
Then f € €, + €3. 
4.7. Observation. There is a different proof for 4.6. To state the result consider two eigenvalues 
A, L of the Laplace operator with corresponding eigenspaces E), F,,, on an arbitrary Riemannian 
manifold. Assume that f € C%°(M) satisfies the fourth order PDE 
AAfF+tA+WAF+ Auf =0. (4.7.1) 
(a) If\ # p, then f € Ey + E,. 
(b) If M is closed and \ = 1 then f € E).
Proof. (a) f satisfies the two equations 
A(Af +f) +uWAF+Af)=0 and A(Af+uf)+rA(Af + uf) = 0, 
thus Af +Af =: fy © Ey, Af + uf =: fy © Ey and (u—A)f = fy — Siu 
(b) (4.7.1) implies A(Af + Af) + (Af + Af) = 0 thus fy == Af + Af € Ey. Using Greens 
theorem and (4.7.1) we get: 
/ Pug) = | (Af)? + 24f Af + 22/2} 0(g) 
= [Haare nafrerro(s) = 0. 
This gives Af + Af = fy = 0. O 
5S. Characterization of Riemannian spheres 
Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and f € C°°(M) a nonconstant function. We extend the 
results of Obata, Tanno, etc. mentioned in section one. 
5.1. Theorem. Let dim(M) = 2 and M be closed of genus zero. Assume that there exists a posi- 
tive constant k and a nonconstant function f generating a Codazzi tensor by one of the following 
assumptions (1), (11), (iii): 
(i) f and k define a traceless (0, 2)-Codazzi tensor H(f) as given in (1.0.1); 
(ii) f and k define a traceless (0, 3)-Codazzi tensor ®(f) as given in (3.1.1); 
(iii) f and k define a traceless (0, 4)-Codazzi tensor U(f) as given in (4.1.1). 
Then (M, g) is a Riemannian sphere of constant curvature k > 0. 
Proof. (i) It follows from Theorem 2.3 that traceH (f) = 0 implies H(f) = 0. Now the assertion 
follows from Obata’s theorem [Oba62]. 
(ii) Analogously the assumption (ii) gives &(f) = 0; we apply now Tanno’s theorem. 
(iii) In this case we apply Gallot’s result on the characterization of Riemannian spheres by proper- 
ties of the third order spherical harmonics. O 
Similarly Theorem 2.4 gives the following result: 




where m = 2,3 or 4. Assume that there exists a positive constant k and a function f such that f 
generates a Codazzi tensor like in one of the following assumptions (1), (ii), (iii): 
Ric > kg , 
(i) m= 2 and H(f), as given in (1.0.1), is a traceless (0, 2)-Codazzi tensor; 
(ii) m = 3 and ®(f), as given in (3.1.1), is a traceless (0, 3)-Codazzi tensor; 
(ili) m = 4 and U(f), as given in (4.1.1), is a traceless (0, 4)-Codazzi tensor. 
Then (M, g) is a Riemannian sphere of curvature k. 
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6. Codazzi fields, projective structures, differentiable spheres 
In this chapter we consider the behaviour of Codazzi fields under projective changes. We apply 
the results to the case of projectively flat differentiable spheres. 
6.1. Definition. Let V be torsion free and denote by P = P(V) the class of all torsion free 
connections V* which are projectively related to V. According to a result of Weyl, for V* € P, 
there exists a one-form 6 S.t. 
Viv = Viv t+ O(u)u + O(v)u. 
We call0 < 8 € C™(M) a projective factor if 0 = dinB on M. We use the notation 
Vv 4 vi 
for this particular projective change in P. 
6.2. Transformation Lemma. Let ® be a symmetric (0, m)-tensor, let V 4, V# bea projective 
change. Then 
(i) 
(V#(8™"S))(u, W2,+-+;Wm) — (V#(B™'S))(v, W2,--+,Wm) 
= B™" {(V,8)(u, wo,.. -;Wm) — (Vu®)(v, we,-.-,Wm)} - 
(ii) ® is a (0, m)-Codazzi tensor relative to V if and only if the tensor 3 is a (0, m)-Codazzi 
tensor relative to V*. 
Proof. (i) is a straightforward calculation, (ii) a consequence of (i). Form = 2 see [PSS94].  O 
Let V be a torsion free connection with symmetric Ricci tensor on M & S”. Assume that V 
is projectively flat. It follows from [PSS94] §1.7, that V is projectively equivalent to a metric 
connection V*, i.e. there exists a 1-form 6 on M s.t. 
Vow — Vw = 0(v)w + O(w)v , (6.2.1) 
and V# = V(g*). 
As V* is projectively flat the metric must be of constant curvature k and as M & S” we have 
k > 0. Moreover, as V, V* both are Ricci-symmetric, there exists (modulo constant positive 
factors) unique, oriented volume forms w, w* s.t. Vw = 0, V#w# = 0 (w® is the Riemannian 
volume form of g#). From this we get that 0 = dln for some positive function 3 € C™°(M) asa 
projective factor for the projective change (6.2.1). 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of the result 6.2 and sections 3 and 4, 
resp. 
6.3. Theorem. Let M = S" be equipped with a projectively flat, Ricci-symmetric connection V, 
let ® be a V-Codazzi tensor of order m. Let 3 be the projective factor from 6.1 describing the 
projective change to a constant curvature connection V#. Then 
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(i) B"™-1@ =: O* is a V*-Codazzi tensor; 
(ii) form = 3, ®* can be generated by a function as in 3.1; 
(iii) form = 4, ®* can be generated by a function as in 4.1. 
6.4. Remark. Theorem 6.3 and (3.3.1) in [PSS94] suggest the following: If f generates 6, then 
(G'-™ f) generates ©. 
7. Basics from relative hypersurface theory 
We apply foregoing results to nondegenerate hypersurfaces in Euclidean and affine differential 
geometry. For the convenience of the reader we recall the following facts and notations for hyper- 
surfaces with relative normalization from [SSV91]. 
It is one of the well-known advantages of the relative concept that one can specialize to standard 
geometries like the equiaffine geometry of Blaschke, to centroaffine geometry and to Euclidean 
geometry. See chapter 4-6 in [SSV91] for details. 
Relative normalizations 
Let A be a real affine space which is modeled on a vector space V of dimension n + 1 with 
n = 2. Let V* denote the dual space. Let <,>: V* x V > R be the canonical pairing between V* 
and V. Denote by V the flat affine connection on A. Consider a smooth hypersurface immersion 
of a differentiable, connected and oriented manifold M 
ciM—o A. 
For p € M, we may identify the tangent space of A and its dual with V and V*, resp.: 
By {Y, y} we denote a relative normalization of x; that means Y is a (nowhere vanishing) conormal 
field, y is transverse to x, and {Y, y} satisfy 
<Y ,dz(v)>=0, <Yog> = 1, <Y ,dy(v)>=0. 
A triple {x, Y, y} denotes a non-degenerate hypersurface x together with its relative normalization 
{Y, y}. That x is a non-degenerate hypersurface means that rank(Y,dY) = n +1 (which is then 
true for any conormal field). The normalization {Y, y} defines the relative conormal Gau& map Y 
and the relative Gau8 map (or relative spherical indicatrix) y 
Y:M-Y"*, y Moy. 
As a consequence of the non-degeneracy of x, Y is an immersion with transverse position vector 
Y, while y need not be an immersion. 
Structure equations 
The relative structure equations for a given triple {x, Y, y} read 
Voy = dy(v) = —dz(Sv), 
Vidt(w) =dz(V,w)+h(v,w)y, 
V.dY(w) =dY(Viw) + S(v,w)(-Y); 
they contain the fundamental geometric quantities of relative hypersurface geometry. 
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Fundamental quantities 
For a given triple {z, Y, y} we have: 
(i) h is a semi-Riemannian metric, called the relative metric; S is a symmetric (0, 2)-tensor 
field, called the relative Weingarten form; 
(ii) S is the relative Weingarten operator satisfying S(v, w) = h(Sv, w); thus S is h-selfadjoint; 
(iii) V, V* are torsion free connections which are conjugate relative to h; as a consequence, h 
is a Codazzi tensor relative to V and V*; moreover the relative conormal connection V* is 
projectively flat; 
(iv) the difference tensor 
1 
C = 5(\V _ V*) 
and the Levi-Civita connection V(h) of h satisfy 
V=V(A)+C, V*=V(h)-C, 
and the relative cubic form C(u, v, w) := h(u, C(v, w)) is symmetric; 2 
(v) C defines the relative Tchebychev form 
nT (v) := trace{w 4 C(v,w)}, 
the relative Tchebychev vector field T is implicitly defined by h(T, v) = T(v). 
The traceless tensor C 
Relative geometry includes the study of invariants of an affine hypersurface which do not de- 
pend on a particular relative normalization. One of these invariants which historically was one 
of the first of this type is a symmetric (1, 2)-tensor field which can be expressed in terms of any 
relative geometry of a given hypersurface. 
7.1. Lemma. For a given non-degenerate hypersurface x with relative normalization {Y, y}, 
define the traceless (1, 2)-tensor field C by 
~ 
C(v,w) = C(v,w) — “ {F(vyw + F(wyw + h(v, wT}.   
nm+2 
Then 
(i) C is independent of the choice of the relative normalization; 
(ii) C' = 0 characterizes quadrics. 
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The relative support function 
We recall the definition of the relative support function for {x, Y, y} with respect to a fixed 
point Zp € A: 
= p(%o) = <Y,2%9 —2>. 
7.2. Lemma. Denote by Hess*p the covariant Hessian of p in terms of the conormal connection 
V* and by Ric’ the Ricci tensor of V*. Then (n — 1)S = Ric* and 
Hess* p +   Ric*p=h. 
n—-1 
7.3. Corollary. h is a (0, 2)-Codazzi tensor relative to V*. 
Proof. Define, in analogy to (1.0.1), 
  
1 
H*(p) := Hess*p + Rie" 9; 
nN ini 
as V* is projectively flat a well known straightforward calculation, using the integrability conditi- 
ons, gives that H*(p) = h is a V*-Codazzi tensor. O 
The Euclidean normalization as relative normalization 
We consider the affine space A equipped with an Euclidean structure; we denote the Euclidean 
space by E£. A hypersurface x: M — E is non-degenerate if and only if the Gau8 map pw: M > V 
is a hypersurface immersion itself. Then the Euclidean third fundamental form III =: g* is positive 
definite on M/, thus a Riemannian metric with Levi-Civita connection V*. The second fundamental 
form II coincides with the relative metric h(E) of this normalization: 
h(E) =I. (7.3.1) 
Here the mark “” indicates that the relative quantity h is considered in terms of a Euclidean 
normalization. We use this mark in an obvious way. 
7.4. Lemma. In terms of a Euclidean normalization we have: 
(i) S(Z) =I = g"; 
(ii) 2C (FE) =V*I (V*-covariant derivative of 1); 
(iii) 2nT(E) = —dln|H,,(E)| where H,,(E) is the Euclidean Gau$-Kronecker curvature; 
(iv) the Euclidean support function p(E) and the equiaffine support function p(e) satisfy 
p(e)|Hn(B)|** = p(B); 
(v) denote by C(E) ijk a Ch, then 
  C(E) = C(E)- sym(nT(E) @ I) 
n+2 
= 
= C(E)+ sym/(dln|H,,(£)| @ Il). 
2(n + 2) 
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8. PDEs for the Euclidean support function 
From 7.2 and (7.3.1) we get the well-known second order PDE for the support function p(E) in 
terms of the third fundamental form metric g* = III which is a metric of constant curvature one: 
Hess*p(£) + p(E)g* =I. (8.0.1) 
This equation already was stated in the introduction (1.0.3). From this equation we derive the 
following nonlinear third order system for p(E): 
8.1. Theorem. Let z:M — E be a non-degenerate hypersurface. Then the symmetric (0, 3)- 
tensor ®(f) from 3.1 for f = p(E)? satisfies, in terms of the third fundamental form metric, the 
system 
5O(0E)) = 2p(E)C(E) + p(E)sym[dinp(e) ® 0, (8.1.1) 
where sym|: - -] denotes the total symmetrization of the (0, 3)-tensor in brackets |-- -] and p(e) is 
the equiaffine support function. 
Proof. Using (8.0.1) and 7.4 (i), (iii) we get 
ViVjA(E); = 2Vi(o(E)ip(E); + p(E)V30(E)) 
= 24 E)ViVj0(E)i + P(E) Vje(E)i + o(E)jVi0(E)i + o(E)iVip(E);} 
= 24p(E)ViMij — p(E)Vie(E) gi; + sym[dp(E) @ Hess* p(E) xij} - 
Using 7.4 (v) and (ii) we get 
V*Hess*p(E)? = 2p(E){2C(E) + sym[(dlnp(e) — dlnp(E)) ® I} 
—dp(E)” ® g* + 2sym|[dp(E) @ Hess*p(E)]. 
Hence with (3.1.1) 
5O(o(B)?) = SV" (Hess" p(B)? + p(B)? @ a") + ssym{dp(E)? ® g" 
= p(B)26(E) + sym{dlnp(e) @ 1] 
+sym{dp(E) ® (Hess* p(E) + p(E)g* — I) } , 
=0 
O 
8.2. Corollary. Let x: M — E be a non-degenerate hypersurface. Then: 
(i) x is a proper affine sphere with center in the origin xy = 0 € E if and only if p(E)(xo) = 
p(E) satisfies the nonlinear third order PDE 
B(p(E)?) = 4p(E)C(E). (8.2.1) 
~~ 
(ii) The tensor p(E)C(E) is a Codazzi tensor of third order relative to V* if x is a proper affine 
sphere. 
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Proof. It is well known that the equiaffine support function p(e) = p(e)(zo) is constant if and 
only if x is a proper affine sphere with center x. Thus (8.1.1) implies (8.2.1) on proper affine 
spheres. Vice versa, (8.2.1) and (8.1.1) together imply 
sym[dlnp(e) @ I] = 0, (8.2.2) 
as p(E) # 0 almost everywhere on non-degenerate hypersurfaces. As rank(Il) = n, (8.2.2) 
implies 
0 = traceg|dlnp(e) © I] = (n + 2)dinp(e) . 
This proves (i). The second part (1i) follows from (i) and 3.1. L) 
8.3. Corollary. Let x: M — E be a non-degenerate hypersurface. Then we have the equivalence 
of (4) and (ii): 
(i) f is a quadric with center x) = 0 € E. 
(ii) p(E) = p(E) (xo) satisfies the third order system 
®(p(E)”) =0. (8.3.1) 
Proof. Let x be a quadric with center x). Then C(E) = 0 (see [SSV91], (7.1.1)) and p(e) = 
const, as quadrics with center are proper affine spheres. Thus (8.1.1) gives (8.3.1). Vice versa, 
(8.3.1) and (8.1.1) imply 
~ 
2p(E)C(E) + p(E)sym|dinp(e) @ I] = 0. (8.3.2) 
As traceyC(E) = 0 (apolarity of C) we get p(e) = const. But then (8.3.2) implies C(E) = 0in 
analogy to the argument in the foregoing proof. L 
8.4. Remark. It is well known that Tzitzeica [Tzi07], [Tzi08] used the relation 7.4 (iv) in dimen- 
sion n = 2 for the first study of proper affine spheres. Like curvature relations for Weingarten 
surfaces relations between curvature functions and support functions are of particular interest. In 
Euclidean geometry, monotone relations of the type 
H, = F(p) or Hy = F(p) (8.4.1) 
characterize Euclidean spheres within the class of ovaloids if the derivative of the function F 
satisfies 
F"(p) <0. (8.4.2) 
The example of the rotational ellipsoid shows that there are compact surfaces which are not Eucli- 
dean spheres and where 
HA, = f(p) or Hy = f(p) (8.4.3) 
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and f' > 0. Namely, on the rotational ellipsoid we have 
A, = cp(F) +c (E) 
1 
H, = we PCE) = can(E)" (8.4.4)  
and0 < c; € Rfori = 1, 2,3. 
The example was pointed out by S.S. Chern in [Che45], while the first global characterizations 
by relations of type (8.4.1), (8.4.2) are due to K.P. Grotemeyer [Gro53]; for analogous results see 
[Sim67], [Sim68] and [Lei95]. As a consequence from 8.3 we get the following corollaries. 
8.5. Corollary. Let x: M — E be a centered hyperquadric. Then we have the following relation 
between Euclidean curvature and support functions, which in standard local terminology reads: 
Ay-1(E) 
Fe) =F OU AVE). (68.5.1 Ox (p(E) 
Here g*“5) are the components of the inverse matrix 
g OD gt = di. (8.5.2) 
Ifn = 2andp € M isnot umbilic, we can introduce a local parametrization around p by curvature 
lines. Then (8.5.1) reads 
0; (Ry af Rs) = —(R, + 3.R,)0\Inp(E) , 
02(R, + Rs) = —(3R, + Rz)d02Inp(E) ; (8.5.3) 
where Rj, Rp are inverse to the principal curvatures. 
Proof. We have C(E) = 0ona quadric. Insert (7.4 ii and v) and trace,» I = naa into the 
equation trace,»C(E) = 0. O 
We use the relations from (8.5.3) to characterize ellipsoids. 
8.6. Corollary. Let x: M —> Es be an analytic ovaloid. Assume that, in terms of the parametri- 
zation in (8.5.2), the two relations in (8.5.3) are satisfied. Then x is an ellipsoid. 
Proof. Assume that x is not a sphere. Then the set of umbilics consists of isolated points. Locally 
we can introduce the parametrization by curvature lines. The relations in (8.5.3) imply 
trace {4p(E)C + p(£)sym[dlnp(e) ® I]} = 0 
on M. But {V*, ®(p(£)’)} define a Codazzi pair. From the trace condition and 3.4 we see that 
p(E)? € €y + €o, thus 
®(p(EZ)*) = 0. 
From 8.3 z is a quadric, and as M is compact z is an ellipsoid. U 
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8.7. Theorem. Let x be a hyperovaloid. Then (i) and (ii) are equivalent: 
(i) x is an hyperellipsoid; 
(ii) the function F := p(E)? — c* is a second eigenfunction for (M,g*), where the positive 
constant c* is given by 
* = Jur p(E)*w* 
dav Ww" 
8.8. Remark. Consider an hyperellipsoid in Euclidean space R"*' given by the equation 
n+1 i\ 2 
x 
S (=) = 1. (8.8.1) 
C 




Proof (of Theorem 8.7). Let F := p(E)? — c* satisfy the equation of a second eigenfunction in 
terms of the metric g’*: 
A*F+2(n+1)F =0. (8.8.2) 
F generates a Codazzi tensor ®(F’) according to 3.1 and trace, ®(/’) = 0 from (8.8.2). Corollary 
3.5 implies 0 = ®(F) = ®(p(E)*), and from 8.3 x is a quadric. As M is compact, x is a 
hyperellipsoid. The converse is obvious from 8.3. O 
Proof (of Remark 8.8). Let x be an hyperellipsoid given by (8.8.1). Define a linear mapping 
L:V — V by L := (6;;a;*) with respect to the standard basis, then <Lx,x> = 1. Since 
< Lx ,x;> = 0 we conclude p = ||Lz||~'Lz. 
Because p(£)? —c* is a second order spherical harmonic there exists a traceless linear mapping 
B such that p(E£)? — ct = <p, Bu> (see [Led95]). Using < Lx ,x> = 1 we get 
c= p(E)? — <p, Bu>=<p,2>?— <p, Bu> = ||La||-? — <p, Bud. (8.8.3) 
If x is an eigendirection of L we have x’ = a;. Summation of (8.8.3) over all eigendirections of L 
gives (B is traceless): (n + 1)c* = >, a?. 0 
We now present some result from [Led95] adapted to our problem. 
8.9. Definition and Lemma. Let x: — A be a non-degenerate hypersurface with relative 
normalization {Y, y}. Define for f € C®(M) 
1 . . . a 
Dy (f ize ‘os ViVitk + 77 siRicie +c FeRic;, — fjRicz, + 2,V; Ric3,] 5 
then ®y(f) is a Codazzi tensor with respect to V*. Note that ©,,(f) = ®(f) from (3.1.1). 
8.10. Lemma. Let x: M — A be a non-degenerate hypersurface with relative normalizations 
{Y, y} and {Y*, y*}. Let 8B € C@(M) such that Y* = BY; we have 
Dy+(G°f) = B’Oy(f) 
for all f € C*(M). 
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Now we prove Theorem A from section 1. 
1 == 
Proof (of Theorem A). Define 6 = H,,"*’. If H,?*? — c = 6-2 — cis a second order spherical 
harmonic then ®(G~*) = 0. Now consider the conformal change h(e) = GI. From Lemma 8.10 
for cubic forms we get 
®y((6°f)=B'O(f)  (f €C°(M)). 
Hence, for f = B-? 
Py(e)(1) = P°O(8-7). 
Since 3 > 0, from the foregoing and 8.9 we have 0 = ®y(.)(1) = —2_V*(e)Ric*(e) = 2V*(e)S(e). 
From [Wie97], Cor. 2.11, we now conclude that x is an hyperellipsoid. 




harmonic and p(e) is constant. With 7.4 (iv) we conclude that H,7*? — ae? is a second order 
2 : * spherical harmonic, too. From p(e) = (a; ---an41)*#2 we get the expression for c = tee in 
Theorem A. U 
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